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!  Definitions and purpose 

!  Basic components 

!  Applications, strengths, and weaknesses 

Overview 
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Causal Loop Diagrams: Definitions and 
Purpose 

Section A  



Steps in Model Building 
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Define purpose, 
issue, and 

stakeholders 

Conceptualize the 
system 

Simulate, test, 
and validate CAS 

model 

Analyze results for 
policy 

recommendation 

Disseminate and 
transfer 

ownership of CAS 
model 



!  “Conceptualization is at once the most important and least understood of all modeling 
activities. Conceptualization is really jargon for the mysterious process of creating a 
new idea, a word designed to make the creative act sound scientific, scholarly and 
repeatable.” (John Sterman, 1986) 

!  Establishes focus of study 
!  Problem definition 
!  Initial time horizon 
!  “… what part of reality to study and how to describe it” (Randers, 1980) 

System Conceptualization and Mapping 
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System Conceptualization and Mapping Tools 

Adapted from: Luna-Reyes. (2003). Model Conceptualization: a Critical Review 6 

A. Hybrid diagram 

B. Stock and flow diagram 

C. Sector diagram D. Policy structure diagram 



Causal Loop Diagrams (Systems Thinking Diagrams; Influence Diagrams) 

Source: Rwashana et al. (2008). Immunization System CLD. 7 



!  System dynamics method used to develop a qualitative conceptualization of a system 
!  Focus on “making explicit,” visualizing internal, mental models and documenting 

assumptions 
!  Can help bring together perspectives and data from different disciplines 
!  Facilitates consensus-building, participatory engagement, and brainstorming 

Causal Loop Diagrams: Purpose 
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!  System dynamics method used to develop a qualitative conceptualization of a system 
!  Focus on “making explicit,” visualizing internal, mental models and documenting 

assumptions 
!  Can help bring together perspectives and data from different disciplines 
!  Facilitates consensus-building, participatory engagement, and brainstorming 
!  Representation of structure and processes where feedback exists 
!  Identification of data gaps that need to be filled 
!  Communication – NOT simulation 
!  Process is important, perhaps more important than the diagram itself 

Causal Loop Diagrams: Purpose 
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Uses of Causal Loop Diagrams during Research Process 
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